Mitral leaflet modeling: Importance of in vivo shape and material properties.
The anterior mitral leaflet (AML) is a thin membrane that withstands high left ventricular (LV) pressure pulses 100,000 times per day. The presence of contractile cells determines AML in vivo stiffness and complex geometry. Until recently, mitral valve finite element (FE) models have neglected both of these aspects. In this study we assess their effect on AML strains and stresses, hypothesizing that these will differ significantly from those reported in literature. Radiopaque markers were sewn on the LV, the mitral annulus, and AML in sheep hearts, and their four-dimensional coordinates obtained with biplane video fluoroscopy. Employing in vivo data from three representative hearts, AML FE models were created from the marker coordinates at the end of isovolumic relaxation assumed as the unloaded reference state. AML function was simulated backward through systole, applying the measured trans-mitral pressure on AML LV surface and marker displacements on AML boundaries. Simulated AML displacements and curvatures were consistent with in vivo measurements, confirming model accuracy. AML circumferential strains were mostly tensile (1-3%), despite being compressive (-1%) near the commissures. Radial strains were compressive in the belly (-1 to -0.2%), and tensile (2-8%) near the free edge. These results differ significantly from those of previous FE models. They reflect the synergy of high tissue stiffness, which limits tensile circumferential strains, and initial compound curvature, which forces LV pressure to compress AML radially. The obtained AML shape may play a role not only in preventing mitral regurgitation, but also in optimizing LV outflow fluid dynamics.